Modeling of the structure of bacteriorhodopsin. A molecular dynamics study.
Secondary structure predictions for membrane proteins are relatively reliable and permit the construction of model structures that may serve as initial conformations for molecular dynamics simulations. This might provide a scheme to predict the three-dimensional structures of membrane proteins. The feasibility of such an approach is tested for bacteriorhodopsin. We were not able to fully predict the kidney-shaped structure of bacteriorhodopsin. However, features compatible with this structure developed in a simulation starting from a circular arrangement of the seven predicted helices. When instead we started from the kidney shape, assigning the seven predicted helices in different ways to those on the structure, we could distinguish between the different assignments on the basis of energy and tilt of the helices. In this way we could select the correct assignment from a few others. For the correct assignment, the helices spontaneously adopted a tilt that agrees remarkably well with the experimental model structure derived by others. The root-mean-square deviation between our best molecular dynamics structure and the experimental model structure is 3.8 A, caused mainly by deviations in the internal degrees of freedom of the helices.